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School Details 

 

Name of School: Borough: 

Wolfson Hillel Primary School Enfield 

Key contact and job title: Sarah Ostroff, PSHE coordinator  

Date achieved HSL Bronze Award: December 2013 

              Date achieved HSL Silver Award: April 2015 

Health Priority 1 (universal) Group Planned Outcome(s) 

Improve emotional health and wellbeing of all 
pupils during lunch playtimes 

For all pupils  From baseline numbers to be included in Gold report, 
50% more pupils become involved in activities during 
playtimes. There will be a reduction of pupils feeling 
bored or lonely during playtimes. Baseline to be 
established as part of the action plan survey figures to 
be reported in the gold report. 

 

A significant improvement in pupils returning to 
classrooms after play ready to engage in learning and a 
50%reduction in the proportion of staff reporting that 
playground issues regularly need resolving before 
learning can begin. Baseline to be established as part of 
the action plan survey figures to be reported in the gold 
report. 

Health Priority 2 (targeted) Group Planned Outcome(s) 
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Name of School: Borough: 

Wolfson Hillel Primary School Enfield 

Improve emotional health and wellbeing of 
pupils on the SEN register identified as having 
social difficulties and who find the main 
playground overwhelming 

 

For a group more at risk 
(targeted) 

From baseline, there is a 50% reduction of SEN pupils 
involved in inappropriate activities or reporting they 
have no-one to play with during the lunch break.  

SENCO and parents report a 50%reduction of issues 
needing to be resolved during longer lunch break  

Baseline to be established as part of the action plan 
survey figures to be reported in the gold report. 

Project Start Date February 2015 

Project End Date July 2015 

Consent to share Report and Photographs We agree that HSL may share this report and photographs. Please delete as appropriate  

Yes/No 
 

 

Reporting Template HSL Gold Award: Health Priority 1 (Universal) 

Health Priority 1 (universal) Planned Outcome/s 

Improve emotional health 
and wellbeing of all pupils 
during lunch playtimes 

From baseline numbers to be included in Gold report, 50% more pupils become involved in activities during playtimes. 
There will be a reduction of pupils feeling bored or lonely during playtimes. Baseline to be established as part of the 
action plan survey figures to be reported in the gold report. 

 

A significant improvement in pupils returning to classrooms after play ready to engage in learning and a 50%reduction 
in the proportion of staff reporting that playground issues regularly need resolving before learning can begin. Baseline 
to be established as part of the action plan survey figures to be reported in the gold report. 

Group 

All pupils 
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Health Priority 1: 

Record and report impact: Evidence of what has changed as a result of the intervention (planned or unintended outcomes and wider impact) 

 

Through a combination of surveys, staff observations and verbal feedback from staff and pupils, a need was identified to make changes to playtime arrangements and 
to create activity zones in the playground. 

1. Survey from teachers noted a high number of playtime incidents occurring each day. This meant time was taken away from valuable teaching to resolve these 
problems. 

2. Play leader reported a high number of incidents needing adult intervention during lunch break 

3. There were complaints from children saying they had no one children to play with or they were bored at lunchtime. 
Enfield’s Primary Year 6 Anti-bullying survey 2013 (A total of 340 pupils responded to the survey from seven primary schools) reports that 36% of young people are 
concerned about bullying and there was an anxiety that if children were not active at playtime, unacceptable behaviour may occur. Child Health Profile PHE data 2013-
2014- Enfield’s Young people’s admission to local hospitals for mental health age 0-17 is 69 per 100,000. The school also wanted to increase play activities and give 
more opportunities for children to be physically active during the lunch break to prevent an increase in obesity.  
In Enfield  levels of obesity are significantly higher than the London or national average; 34% are obese or overweight in reception (compared with 22.6% in England & 
23.3% in London) and 52.6% are obese or overweight in Year 6 (compared with 33% in England & 37% in London).( NCMP National Obesity Observatory ).  
 
We developed a Healthy School Silver Action Plan to increase children’s participation in lunch time activities and to create activity zones in the playground which we 
began to implement in February 2015. The report details the progress and outcomes of these activities until the beginning of July 2015. There have also been a range of 
additional unplanned benefits such as the improvement in pupil’s self-esteem, confidence and participation in lessons reported by teachers and parents 
Planned outcomes 
1. 50% more pupils become involved in activities during playtimes. There will be a reduction of pupils feeling bored or lonely during playtimes. 

Approach 

SURVEY NUMBER OF CHN INVOLVED IN ACTIVITIES AT PLAYTIME/LUNCHTIME CLUBS 

At the start of the year we found that only around 100 children were involved in activities/clubs during playtimes. These children went to the following activities:- 

Activity                               frequency                        number of children attended  

Boy football club -          twice a week                  40 children in total  

Girl football club             once per week                   20 children 

Chess club                        once per week                   15 children 

Choir                                  once per week                  50 children 

Orchestra                          once per week                  20 children 

Some children went to more than one of the activities per week, giving a total of 100 children involved in lunch time activities per week.  Our target was to increase this 
number by at least 50% giving us the target of 150 children involved in at least one activity per week 
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Barriers: There were no planned activities taking place outside apart from football. The TAs were supposed to lead play activities but this did not happen. A discussion 
took place with the head and the following issues were raised that needed to be addressed. The TA were either busy helping SEN children, sorting playground issues or 
felt that they needed training with ideas. The TAs were not sure what games they should play with the children. There was also a lack of equipment that was available 
to use during playtime. The resources were either damaged, not arranged clearly and not easily assessable.  

 

Our Response: In January we sent out a playground activity questionnaire to find out what physical activity the pupils would like to take part in during the lunch break. 
We used this to help set up the playground activity zones and to guide the sports leaders (Year 6 appointed children) with ideas that they could help the children 
become involved with. 

 

Responses to the question: ‘What activities would you like to take part in at lunch time?’ 

 Basketball 

 Tennis 

 Football 

 Skipping 

 Skateboarding 

 Cricket 

 Drawing/writing area 

 

We used this information to help set up zones in the playground, overseen by the Y6 sports leaders and managed by the school’s learning mentor. The school took into 
account equipment, time and space available. 

 

First of all, Football was taken out of the main playground and was moved to the school gym, to free up a larger area of the playground for activity zones and to stop 
children being hurt by stray footballs. However, this is temporary measure until a sports MUGA (Multi Use Games Area) is built in the unused grassy area during the 
summer holiday. The school have been awarded funding to create the MUGA from Sports England, after winning a successful bid, and this will host football activity in 
the future 
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 A PICTURE OF THE MUGA PLAN 

  
 

The Football club was taken over by a FA qualified coach and each class is allocated a session throughout the week. Previously, it was run by 2 unqualified parent 
volunteers. This has made the football club more organised and calmer as it is overseen by a professional, leading to fewer arguments over rules and fairer games as 
the older children are not dominating the younger children. This has also led to fewer arguments over football spilling into the classroom after lunch break. As a result 
the lunchtime football club has increased participation from 60 to 180. This includes a mix of both girls and boys. The children respect the coach and not only have their 
football skills have improved as a result but also their team spirit. The children have a better understanding of fairness, sportsmanship and social responsibility towards 
each other within and outside the school. To encourage an increase in participation, teams were entered into a local inter school football competition. This football 
team were complimented by an assistant head of another local school, who approached me to mention that although our school did not win he was very impressed by 
their positive attitude and team conduct. The teams have also been trained and entered into the Maccabi interschool football league. Overall the children have become 
more active and interested in engaging with a games that increases both health and wellbeing. 

Feedback from school council. 

 “it is better with the football (as it was previously) as there are fewer issues and more 

for them to do”  

 We are happy the football is moving outside again as it is harder to play football in the 

gym. The balls bounce off the walls. 
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WEEKLY HILLEL NEWSLETTER WITH PLAYGROUND INFORMATION FOR PARENTS AND LOCAL COMMUNITY 

 ב״ה 

Friday 23 January 2015 / 3/4 Shevat 

Spring Term – Issue 3 

WEEKLY PARASHA: BO 

SHABBAT BEGINS AT 4.19PM AND ENDS AT 5.26PM 

Menu 3 

MESSAGE FROM MS JOWETT 

Dear Parents 

Please find attached a new playground plan which will come into effect from Monday morning. I shall be sharing 

this with the children in assembly. 

We will be removing football from the playground to the gym. Here each year group (boys and girls) will be 

coached professionally once a week. This will replace the current football clubs. When there is a need for team 

practices prior to Maccabi matches these will be scheduled separately after school. 

We shall replace football with two additional weekly sports supervised by staff members. This is supplemented by 

daily activities listed on the map attached. 

Unfortunately the mounds are now unsafe and shall be removed. Until this has taken place this area of the 

playground is closed. We have plans for this area which shall be completed this school year. 

We hope these changes will mean your children have fun and are actively occupied during their lunch break. 

A reminder that the auditions for Hillel’s Got Talent are on Monday and Tuesday lunchtime next week. I look 

forward to choosing the acts! 

Shabbat Shalom 

Kirsten Jowett 

Headteacher 

ATTACHMENT OF HILLEL PLAYGROUND PLAN SENT TO PARENTS  
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Next, Zones were discussed with the play leaders and they were given responsibility to oversee specific areas and activities. For example, in the Year 1 play area, the 
scooters are available for groups of younger children and over seen by a play leader to ensure turn taking takes place to ensure every child has an opportunity to take 
part and to organise fun activities such as races. 

Each week the activities are changed for variety so children can learn and experience new sporting games or skills. The most popular areas are the basketball section 
and the tennis nets. Children are also encouraged to choose equipment from a designated cupboard, and this is overseen by the learning mentor and run by sports 
leaders. In the cupboard there are tennis bats, various balls and sporting games.  

 

A request was sent out to parents for any unwanted games and dolls to be donated to the school for the children who wanted to play small world type activities or play 
in a quiet corner of the playground alongside art and craft type activities. This also helped like-minded children work or play together and has created some new friend 
ships with children who may not have found each other. 
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The Year 1 enclosed playground being used as a cycling zone and overseen by a sports leader to ensure fair play, sharing and fun! 
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One zone created and set up by sports leader Gaby demonstrating her rally type game she invented for the children to play 
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The tennis zone where children are given advise and ideas on how to play tennis and how to improve their game 

 

Teachers discussed the changes to the playground as part of a PSHE lesson and it was also introduced in assembly by the Head Teacher. Parents were also informed of 
the changes in writing and were invited to discuss further with the Head Teacher during a ‘Talking Head’ meeting. The parents were excited about the changes and 
agreed to encourage their children to participate in the organised activities. 

 

Training: On the 13
th

 April 15 a PE training session took place. This was led by Jan Hickman, head of PE in the borough. The training staff received helped them to 
understand and realised the importance of physical activity during break time. They incorporated some of the new activities within their PE lessons to help teach the 
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children the skills they needed to join in with the games on offer. This was especially noticeable with the tennis game. 

 

A buddy bench was labelled and used by children who could not find anyone to play with and so sports leaders easily could see who needed support with finding 
someone to play with.  Playground leaders were trained by the PSHE lead, using the initial training from the NSPCC, in how to empathise and listen to the children 
needing extra social help during lunch time. This included learning games that the leaders could play with these children, encouraging others to join in. 

 

To help reinforce increased activity and to encourage sports participation, the school also arranged and hosted our own sports day on a neighbouring school’s field. We 
wanted to host the event there as it was a bigger space than our own playground and that meant we could incorporate some of the lunchtime activities to motivate and 
excite the children into trying them. The sports leaders were supported by the PE coordinator and play-leader to create the activities and set up the equipment on the 
day, basing some events using the information from the survey above of the activities the children would like to do. Children were split into 4 coloured teams and 
points were awarded for 1

st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
 and 4

th
 place. A bonus feature of running this event in a larger space was that we could invite the parents along to not only watch 

but to join in some of the planned activities. We felt that this gave out an important message to both the children and parents – that sports activities can be fun as well 
as healthy and we tried to inspire the parents with ideas on how to encourage hobbies outside of school too. The field also has a running track around its perimeter and 
this gave an opportunity for children to experience a race on an official running track. The day was celebrated in the next assembly and the children were praised for 
their outstanding participation, enthusiasm and effort in the shared fun physical activities.  

 

 
Parent’s weekly workout session in the school gym – inspired by the school’s sports day! 

 

For next year, we have discussed that some years in our school will take part in a multi-skills event with other local schools. 

 

An unexpected outcome of the parent being invited to sports day was that some of the parents have created a Friday morning exercise club, which runs in the school 
gym by a coach. This is a good role model for the children to see.   
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1) OUTCOME  

Our target was a 50% increase in children taking part in school clubs and physical activity. Previous data showed that there was about 100 children involved in one 
activity per week  . We achieved an increase of 90% with an additional children participating in our school activities and a final total of 220 children in clubs now. 

 

The following chart shows a comparison of the activities on offer and the number of children taking part in playtime activities and clubs at the end of the initiative. 

 

Clubs and total attendance totals  

 

July attendance per week 

Football   120 

Tennis       50 

Dodgeball   10 

Badminton    10 

Skipping    10 

Quoits      8 

Basketball   20 

 

2.    A significant improvement in pupils returning to classrooms after play ready to engage in learning and a 50%reduction in the proportion of staff 
reporting that playground issues regularly need resolving before learning can begin. 

We started with a survey where teachers made a note of the number of incidents they had to deal with after lunch play each day. The figures are reported below  

Class Incidents pre 
playground changes  - 
per week 

1C 15 
1D 15 
2E 16 
2F 15 
3G 15 
3H 15 
4J  20 
4K 15 * 
5L  10  
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5M  5 
6P 20  * 
6N  15 

 

*These classes have children with complex behavioural issues 

 

We conducted 2 surveys to evaluate if there was a decrease in playground incidents after the playground changes. The following charts from the July 2014 
demonstrates a decrease in playtime incidents and a decrease of children complaining that they did not have anything to do or play with during the lunch break.  

 

 

class Incidents pre 
playground 
changes  - Per 
week 

1. Incidents post 
playground changes w/c 
23/3/15 

2. Incidents post 
playground changes       
w/c 27/4/15 

1C 15 5 5 
1D 15 6 2 
2E 16 3 3 
2F 15 2 4 
3G 15 6   4 
3H 15 3 0 
4J  20 1 2 
4K 15 12 6 
5L  10  3   5 
5M  3 6 (issues with girls this week) 0 
6P 8 5 4 
6N  15 8  10 
TOTAL 164 60 45 

 

Quotes from children regarding new play activities  - class council  

 It is(playtime) more fun! 

 The younger children enjoy the play leader games 

 Now there are other things to do apart from the climbing frame! 
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Quote from support staff/SLT 

 There are less arguments and more activities 

 The most positive move was moving football at lunchtime to a different area – it created more space and activities 

 The changes have kept sports leaders focused. Especially some troublesome children that were chosen to become sports leaders, giving them a job to do has kept them out of 
trouble 

 Providing designated areas for children caters for all their needs, such as the creative corner  

 The sports leaders have helped the Year 1 playground become more organised and the children have really benefited from this, taking turns with the scooters. 

 

 

The data shows a reduction of over 50pct of complaints after play from children and this figure has reduced further when surveyed later on in the year.  

 

The increased emphasis on physical activity during lunch break has had a positive impact on the behaviour of pupils. Teachers have noticed that the afternoon lessons 
start promptly and the pupils are able to concentrate better and for longer in the afternoon sessions. There has been a reduction of children being sent down to the 
school office due to break time issues spilling over into the classroom and overall children seem calmer. This has been especially noticeable in Year 4 where a small 
group of children with behavioural issues have become involved with some of the lunchtime activities now on offer (mainly the table tennis) and this has meant that 
there are less recorded incidents of bad behaviour.  

 

Unintended outcomes  

There has been a range of additional unplanned benefits that have improved parents wellbeing, pupil self-esteem and school ethos in regards to physical activity.  

School ethos 

The whole school approach to promoting physical activity has helped to engage children and parents in a range of activities and create a positive and active playtime 
atmosphere where children are kept busy by the sports leaders. 

Role modes 

The sports leaders have become role models to the younger children in the school. They have encouraged children to join in games and have sorted social difficulties by 
defusing and distracting incidents before they become big.    

Clubs for parents (and staff – coming soon!) 

The promotion of physical activity also impacted on the parents and staff. As mentioned above the parents now have the opportunity to take part in a morning exercise 
activity, run by a sports coach within the school. The head would like to extend this activity to staff and run an after school club for the teachers to join in. The head is 
investigating what evening the gym is free for this activity and the number of staff that are willing to commit to a weekly exercise class.  

Self esteem 

The increase in playtime and physical activities occurring within the school has resulted in an increase in children’s confidence as well as an improved attitude towards 
challenges. This was demonstrated during the sports day event as children had a go at quite challenging activities. This is also part of our school curriculum- having a 
go and persevering.  
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Health Priority 1: 

Sustain successful activities 

 

The school is committed to sustaining the activities and to strive to improve the initiative: 

1.  We are going to continue to ensure we provide a range of lunch time clubs as well as after school clubs. Feedback from school council and surveys from sports 
leaders will ensure activities are set up that are responsive to the children needs. Therefor they have a sense of ownership and responsibility over the activities 
set up.  

2. Reward system for children participating in activities e.g. certificates, mention in assembly 

3. Funding allotted to investing in and renewing new equipment  

4. Healthy school partnerships, competing with local schools 

5. Football and netball competitions  

6. Parents informed of activities on offer so they can encourage their children to participate. 

 

 
 

Health Priority 1: 

Develop links with the wider community 

Staff, pupils, parents and colleagues have been involved in the Silver award action plan. 

1. We hosted physical activity club e.g. football, dance, hosted by staff, parents and outside agencies 

2. Encouragement with parents to promote the benefits of physical activity for the whole family,  

3. Joining multisport activity with local primary schools who are part of our local network – De Bohun and West Grove School. 

4.  Specialist training for teachers by Enfield PE coordinator  

5. Feedback in weekly newsletter on local competitions that the children have taken part in, what they achieved and comments of their conduct. 

6. PE coordinator meetings with local schools to set up interschool competitions such as Year 2 multi-skills competition with West Grove School.  

7. The MUGA can be hired out within the local community. The will be included in the school’s termly emailed magazine called Grape Vine. This is coordinated 
by our IT staff and a parent governor and advertises local services from the school community.   

(Do you have a community magazine where this could be highlighted?)  

 
 
 

Health Priority 1: 

Make changes to the school or local environment which contribute to health and wellbeing outcomes 

We have made the following changes to the physical and social environment to contribute to health and wellbeing outcomes.  

1. New playground zones to increase activity at lunch time and create a variety of activities and an increase in participation 

2. Year 5 and 6 children trained as sports leaders and used as role models to others 
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3. Parent workout club in the school gym 

4. Buddy bench for children who need help finding someone to play with 

5. Assemblies are used to praise and congratulate children, staff and parents’ achievements.  

6. Pupil questionnaires to ensure we are aware of what activities the children would like to take part in and what other improvements we can put in place. 

7. Parents have a dedicated space for their exercise – good role models for pupils. “I never knew exercise could be so much fun! I feel much fitter already and I’ve 
only been going for a month. I also have more energy when playing with my children. Now I can be part of the football game, not just watching!” said Mrs 
Hart.  

 

 
 

Health Priority 1: 

Share and respond to learning 

1. Partnerships with local schools (see above) 

2. Adapt playground zones to sustain engagement during playtime, and to encourage physical activity, using feedback from school council, pupils, parents and 
staff 

3. Developments shared with staff, parents and pupils e.g. weekly newsletter, assembly, school council, school website (next term) 

4. Develop ‘playground buddy’ system to work alongside the sports leaders. The sports leaders are great at engaging and running activities with the children but 
playground mentor would like more assistance with children that need support to engage in an activity or are upset. This will be a focus for the autumn term. 

5. We will host future training sessions/workshops with parents on health and wellbeing of their children as, following on from sports day, we discovered that 
some parents would like guidance on how to bring up their children in a healthy and safe way, such as ideas to keep children physically active. This will be 
advertised in our weekly newsletter as well as our website, to hopefully reach a wider audience of parents.  

6. A parent is helping to organise a school team for the Enfield’s Lord Mayors Run this September to support healthy lifestyle aim. 

7. Share our learning with at Enfield Network healthy school review meeting, arranged for next term, and in return get ideas from other schools so we can 
improve our school further. 

8. In addition, the school business manager has worked with pupils, kitchen staff and parent to develop school guidelines and menus and portion sizes and 
servings to support the work been done around physical activity.  

9. Feedback from School Council – more equipment and please replace the broken toys. Money will be allocated to Learning Mentor to replace equipment e.g. 
more tennis balls and to invest in more small play toys. 

Develop this section helpful tips below KIRTEN  

 

 

 You may have referred to modifications in section A) but refer back to any changes you made here- stating what you would/ will do differently e.g. 
perhaps just putting information on the school website didn’t work and you realise there was a greater need for newsletters and parents workshops. 
Do not be afraid to put down what didn’t work –it’s part of the process, but do explain what you have learned from it. 

- Explain the impact this work may have had on plans for the future – eg if the project was a success with the cohort you were working with will you 
now try it with another group of children? Did it identify any further health and well-being issues which you will now be working on. 
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- State how you have shared the learning points from this work- eg with pupils –celebrations/Assemblies, staff- staff mtgs/ training/ school 
development plan, parents/ carers- newsletters/ website/ workshops, partners, external and community organisations, the local authority- 
networks, training,  and any impact this may have had 

 

Please note there could be some overlap in this and the next section (F) so look carefully at what you think belongs where for your project 

 

 
 

Health Priority 1: 

Support other settings and organisations to help children and young people to achieve and maintain good health and wellbeing 

1. We have made with  links with other local schools to undertake joint sporting competitions- such as Y2 multi-skills event with Westgrove and DeBohen  

2. Share good practice with other school name them and what you have shared 

3. Pupils learnt new game skills and transferable skills that they can use outside school. Some Y6 pupils have joined a local tennis club and have joined in with 
their weekly coaching sessions. One child, Jack, said he not only is he enjoying learning a new skill but he has also made loads of new tennis friends.  

4. We have worked with partners- Jan Hickman in the Schools Improvement Service and are active in the PE co-ordinators group sharing our good  model of 
practice  

5. Sharing our change of practice and the impact of our work reducing play time incidents and the pupils being ready to learn /work at the PSHE termly 
network meetings and the Healthy School training sessions in the Autumn term 
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Reporting Template HSL Gold Award: Health Priority 2 (Targeted) 

Health Priority 2 (Targeted) Planned Outcome/s 

Improve emotional health 
and wellbeing of pupils on 
the SEN register identified 
as having social difficulties 
and who find the main 
playground overwhelming 

From baseline, there is a 50% reduction of SEN pupils involved in inappropriate activities or reporting they 
have no-one to play with during the lunch break.  

SENCO and parents report a 50% reduction of issues needing to be resolved during longer lunch break  

Baseline to be established as part of the action plan survey figures to be reported in the gold report. 

Group 

Pupils on SEN register 

 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Record and report impact: Evidence of what has changed as a result of the intervention (planned or unintended outcomes and wider impact) 

Overview  

Through a combination of staff observations and feedback from staff, pupils and parents, a need was identified to make changes to playtime arrangements for children 
with SEN. 

1. Survey from teachers noted that a high proportion of the children with SEN in their classes were experiencing unhappy lunch breaks or were getting into 
trouble at lunch times. The issues were often complex and needed support to resolve, before any learning could take place. Often the children were upset and 
needed time out to calm down before they could focus on the lessons. 

2. LSAs reported that they had difficulties engaging the children with SEN into activities due to lack of equipment or ideas and often found it challenging to keep 
up with the children in the playground. One child identified with ADHD liked to hide from his support as a game but this caused anxiety for the TA. 

3. The children found it difficult to engage with other children and complained that they did not have anyone to play with. 

4. Some of the SEN children found the main playground an anxious place and found it hard to cope with. 

 

The school needed to develop support systems for pupils with additional needs, including outdoor and indoor play provision at lunch break, 

1:1 outdoor playground support had been identified in the provision mapping for each children who needed additional support, however this did not always lead to 
successful playtimes for the children. Incidents were monitored and recorded.  

Add in number of incidents each day for chn with sen  

The staffing needed to be reviewed to ensure the children were supported effectively.  

 School data: Number of statements/ECHP=14  can we compare this to other schools in the borough? You have a higher proportion of pupils wit SEN than some other 
schools in Enfield . I will see if I can get  data We have a higher proportion of SEN pupils with EHCPs and Statements in the locality – Kirsten should have this 
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                       Number of children school support plans=16 (complex children) 

                      Number of vulnerable children =22  

Primary school pupils with special educational needs are twice as likely as other children to suffer from persistent bullying. At age 7, 12% of children with special needs 
and 11% of those with a statement said they were bullied ‘all of the time’ by other pupils, compared to just 6% of their non-disabled peers. (Institute of Education 2014) 

LA data  

Thirteen of Enfield wards are above the national average of 17.9% for the percentage of pupils with Special Educational Needs. (School Census, Research and 
Information, SCS, LBE) 

Enfield’s  Primary Year 6 Anti  bullying survey 2013 (A total of 340 pupils responded to the survey from seven primary schools)15% of young people were called 
names as being different to other children 

We developed a Healthy School Silver Action Plan to help support and engage the SEN children with activities both inside the school in a club and outside in the 
playground. This was to be implemented alongside the playground zoning in February 2015. The report details the progress and outcome of this plan until the 
beginning of July 2015. There have been some positive planned benefits as well as some unplanned benefits such as wider friendship circles have been made for children 
with social difficulties. Other children who were not identified as SEN, but had social or broken limbs, then had somewhere to go at break time where they knew other 
children would be playing with some more gentle type games under adult supervision.  

PLANNED OUTCOME 

1. SENCO and parents report a 50% reduction of issues needing to be resolved during longer lunch break  

At the start of the year, there were 16 children that were part of a playtime rota and were allocated adult support to help them manage the lunchbreak period. 

The SENCO, HT and cover supervisor, alongside reports from teacher, identified these children as vulnerable during the lunch break period. The following documents 
were referred to - individual IEPs, Statements and Education Health Care Plans, incident reports, information from parents.  

Barriers 

The TAs were struggling to engage the children in the lunchtime activities. They wanted to help lead some activities in the playground but could not lead them as they 
were trying to look after the SEN children that were struggling at lunchtime. They often needed close monitoring to ensure they did not get into trouble, hurt other 
children or escape from the playground into the school.  For example, some of the SEN children in year 5 decided to set up a secret ‘gang’. This gang caused many 
arguments about who was allowed to join the gang and they often got into mischief, such as graphite on the back of the shed.  

Prior to the playground zones being put in place, the SEN children couldn’t engage with play as there was a lack of facilities and activities in place. The TAs found it 
difficult to think of games to play that interested the children. They wanted support with ideas. The TAs also spent a lot of time after play sorting out arguments, 
upsets and difficult situations that the SEN children had encountered. These children often took longer to calm down and reason with, which ate into valuable learning 
time. Record of parents meetings also showed that children with SEN were struggling with the playground and asked for help for their child.  

 

The SENCo went to look at a local school, namely Chesterfield School, as it had a very good reputation with supporting children with SEN. This school had a nurture 
group and an ASD unit. Ideas were picked up from the visit and adapted for our school based on their SEN provision. The SENCo also went to cluster meetings to get 
some further ideas. 

The SENCo then spoke to the children and support staff to find out what difficulties they were facing and find out what activities they would like to take part in at 
lunch time. The children complained that they were bored and that the activities they wanted to do were not available at this time. 

The follow activities were suggested 

 Computers 
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 Ipads 

 Art and crafts 

 Sewing 

 Lego 

 

What we wanted to do  

• Create a lunchtime club in the art room for identified pupils. This was an underutilised space with a giant sky light and large tables. There were also lots of    
resources on hand and storage for equipment.  

• Allocate HLTAs /TAs to supervise room and play games with the pupils  

• Allocate IPADs and games to be used during the session and encourage children to play together 

• Monitor use of games and take feedback on further activities the children would like to do during the session 

• This was alongside the playground zones (see above) created with activities taking place in each zone e.g. volley ball, tennis, netball, cricket  

  

First of all, the Head Teacher asked a recent benefactor of the school about donating ipads to help set up an indoor club. This resulted in the school have a set of ten 
ipads, 5 of which were allocated to the lunch time club. They were protected by rubber cases and educational, safe games were downloaded.  

Following the survey, also set up was an arts and crafts table, a knitting club, the ipads, jigsaw puzzles and games. 

 

What we did and what happened next…. 

The art room was set up as a venue and the HLTAs/TA that were allocated this role were experienced with working with children with social difficulties. They were 
especially picked for their patient and nurturing nature. 

By allocating 2 or 3 adults to oversee this area, this freed up more adults to monitor the outside area and engage/encourage children to join in with the play leader 
games.  

Social skills needs could be identified and worked on in this smaller setting and activities were set up to encourage cooperative play. For example, table football. The 
SEN children were also allowed to pick a friend to attend the group with them. This encouraged the children to engage with an increasing variety of their peer, as the 
friends they brought in mixed with the other children as well. One year 5 girl (ED), who has a language impairment and found it extremely difficult to mix with other 
girls in her year group. She has since started to become friendly with fellow girls within the school. ED was seen as ‘different’ from her peers due to her severe 
communication difficulties. This was despite intense SLT and attending a daily social skills group as she lacked confidence to approach other children. She had 
especially requested a knitting group, which was set up with the help of a volunteer, and now enjoys attending this activity with a set of girls each week. As a result her 
confidence has increased and not only is she learning a new skills, she is working on a hobby alongside a small group of girls who also enjoy learning to knit. This has 
resulted with her having a mutual interest and something for them to talk about outside the group.  
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An art therapist, Belinda, from a local charity called Binoh, was approached by the school to teach art projects with a small group of children. Belinda comes in every 
Friday lunchtime and works with the children on core creative skills. The children look forward to her visit. This has particularly helped a pupil who had severe behavioural 
outbursts TS – he was struggling at break times and because of a physical disability he could not be in the playground for long periods. His self-esteem increased as he was able to take 
part in an activity which he could physically manage. SENCo 

. Belinda the art therapist, working on the latest project with the children. 

  

Another outcome of this set up was that the children that felt lost and lonely in the playground could come inside and find their friends easily in a small space. Some 
children used to come in from lunch saying that they could not find anyone to play with and they now knew that there would always be someone to engage in play in 
the art room. SLT on duty at lunch time could approach vulnerable children looking alone and unhappy and offer them an opportunity to go to the club. Children, and 
their parents, were grateful for this extra area to attend.  

  

The head noted that the indoor club was now a “very well used space which has occupied children in a meaningful way” 
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                         4 

 

 

 

 

An attendance record is kept by the TA of children that go into the group so patterns can be monitored and referred for extra support with the school mentor if felt 
extra support was needed. 
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The outcomes 

 

Apart from new circle of friends being formed, there have been less playground and bullying incidents been record in the SEN registers. Our target was 1) a 50% 
reduction of SEN pupils involved in inappropriate activities or reporting they have no-one to play with during the lunch break. Out of the 16 children with a 
statement/plan, we achieved an increase of between 87.5% - 100% of children with SEN engaged in lunchtime activities. Most days all 16 children are engaged with 
either the indoor or outdoor activity. As a result there has been 2) a reduction of between 87.5-100% reductions of issues needing to be resolved during longer lunch 
break, which was better than our target of 50%.  

 

Unintended outcomes 

Self esteem 

There has been a range of additional unplanned benefits that have improved parents wellbeing, pupil’s self-esteem and school ethos in regards to SEN provision. 

Two children with physical difficulties, namely muscular dystrophy and cerebral palsy, were often inside the building at lunchtimes due to their needs. Although they 
could bring in a friend it must have been quite isolating for them. They are now part of the lunchtime club and now integrated with the other children and as a result 
are much happier at school.  

  

Welfare 

Another unintended outcome is that children who came to school with broken limbs now have somewhere to go at lunchtimes, if the playground was seen as too risky 
for them. Previously these children were allowed to bring a friend into school with them and spend the break time at the school reception area where they could read a 
book and chat. However the indoor club facility has given these children a more fun yet safe area for them to spend their break times.  

 

IT skills 

As a result of increased exposure to IT equipment at lunch time, the children have improved on their IT skills and have an opportunity to learn how to use equipment 
they do not have at home e.g. ipads. The improvement is especially noticeable with the ‘clumsier’, uncoordinated children who can now click on icons in a more 
controlled way. If any of the children have wanted to google information for a project, e.g. a story making activity, then an opportunity to explain about e-safety occurs. 
The children are able to use the equipment under supervised conditions . This is especially important for one child who attends the club (JK) as he has previously 
disclosed inappropriate use of the internet at home and his parents disclosed they do not understand how to support him with this. Subsequently 2 e-safely parent 
information evenings have taken place at school. 

 

Could you say children learnt new/improved their  IT skills by using computers / ipads/ learnt esafety skills? 
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 You mention volunteers below  - unintended? 

 

 

 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Sustain successful activities 

The school is committed to sustaining the activities and to strive to improve the initiative: 

1.  We are going to continue to ensure we provide a range of activities within the club. Feedback from surveys from parents, learning mentor and TAs in the art 
club, will ensure activities are set up that are responsive to the children needs. Therefore they have a sense of ownership and responsibility over the activities set 
up. Quote from a TA LM - The pupil I support has been much happier now – he used to always get into trouble every lunch time - he now has a successful experience.  Another 
TA spoke about a pupil they supported who spent all the time on their own. They now have a small circle of friends who are keen to join in with him SENCo.  

2. Volunteers requested to help set up hobbies for children to build upon their skills 

3. Funding allotted to investing in and renewing new equipment   

4. Arts and crafts projects created during these sessions are displayed around the school 

5. Parents of SEN pupils informed of the club on offer and updates given via parent support group meetings run by SENCo . Any parent quotes to go in here - 

Thank you for setting up the lunch time group – my child was struggling in the playground and he now has a safe place to go supported by an adult. In the 
playground he just ran around not interacting with anyone. He would run up to other children and attempt to kiss them. He now has the opportunity to engage 
in activities in a small group supported by an adult in a safe place. (parent feedback) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Develop links with the wider community 

Staff, pupils, parents and colleagues have been involved in the Silver award action plan. 

1. Other schools have come to visit us to see how we have successfully managed playtimes for SEN children. This was during our SEN cluster meeting which 
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included Eversley School, St Andrews School and West Grove School. 

2. Outreach workers from SEN unit called Binoh and parent volunteers have come in to support activities  

3.  Improved parent links – such as consultation with the SEN parent governor, parent support group meeting with SENCo,, newsletters. Feedback from parents at 
sen parent meetings.SEN offer showing the support we provide at school. 

4.  Links to the LA SENCO network feedback at their network meetings / sharing practice 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Make changes to the school or local environment which contribute to health and wellbeing outcomes 

 

We have made the following changes to the physical and social environment to contribute to health and wellbeing outcomes.  

1. New playground zones to increase activity at lunch time and create a variety of activities and an increase in participation ( put in your data here ) 

2. The art room has been converted into an indoor club and activities have been bought( list) such as ipads, board games, knitting equipment,  table football, to 
help utilise the space fully  

3. Buddy bench set up for children who need help finding friends and could be easily identified as needing extra support.  Quotes from pupils One child feedback on 
the buddy bench - ‘now I have somewhere to go when I can’t find any of my friends at lunchtimes. Someone will come over to see if I am okay. Usually Gul’ 

4. Pupil questionnaires to ensure we are aware of what activities the children would like to take part in and what other improvements we can put in place. 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Share and respond to learning 

 

1. Partnerships with local schools at SEN cluster meetings to share what we have set up and to get feedback on ideas. Visit to Chesterfield school helped to 
develop our ideas for playground zones and activities to set up. 

2. Play equipment in the group to sustain engagement during lunchtime, and to encourage social development. Feedback taken from the children who attend the 
club to ensure that they are engaged in the activities. For example, the knitting sessions have encourage friendships between some of the children in the group 
who did not realise they had anything in common. Other hobbies will be investigated to encourage friendships. Children will make posters to advertise the 
groups and parents will be informed in the weekly newsletter.  

3. Developments shared with staff, parents and pupils e.g. weekly newsletter, parent meetings and parent support group. Feedback will be taken to improve what 
is on offer. Asking pupils for feedback on what is on offer and what other resources they might like. Sports leaders used at times to support in the indoor club 
so encouraging peer support. 

4. School council help to come up with ideas and to share ideas. Changes to some activities made as a result  
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Develop this and say a bit more 

 
 

Health Priority 2: 

Support other settings and organisations to help children and young people to achieve and maintain good health and wellbeing 

 

1. Make links with other SEN organisations to see what can be offered to support children in the group, alongside the volunteers from Binoh 

2. Share good practice with other school 

3. Pupils are started to learn new game skills alongside improving social skills. This has led to a smoother transition from lunch time to lesson time and so 
increase amount of teaching time. This is partly reflected in our Y6 SATs results which have been our best for many years. This year group has a high number 
of children with behavioural problems and the changes made have increased the wellbeing, and therefore the learning of these children. 

4. Outreach from Russet House Special School to help SEN children in Yr 4 with ideas for social development. Russet House also support the school with SEN 
children leaving Y6 to go to secondary school by making booklets for them to take with them to their new schools.  

5. Supporting the parent body –one of our pupils has presented a powerpoint about them having autism and what it means to him . His strengths stated as well 
as areas of difficulty. This has helped the parents within the sen parent group to speak more openly about their special needs . The pupil has done incredibly 
well at our school and is ready to leave the school in a confident manner. During the meeting many of the parents had tears in their eyes as they were so 
moved and supported by the presentation. 

Develop this and say a bit more 

 

 

 

 


